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EUCS Welcome Week Volunteers & Buddy Programme
Coordinators

Podcast for students
Your browser does not seem to
support the audio tag.
You can download the audio file in
the MP3 format using this URL:
EUCS Podcast Sept. 2020
EUCS Welcome Week volunteers
organized this podcast to welcome
you to EUCS and to Flensburg

Amrei Kramer

Instagram:
fachschaft_eucs_euf

Can we help you?
Ricarda Neehuis is there to
answer your questions and
guide you in the right
direction. Just ask :)

30.10.2020 - EUCS Abbaden &
Anpunschen
Warm and sunny days at the beach that is Flensburg in the summer.
Enjoying Punsch and Hygge when it
gets cold - that is Flensburg in the
winter. We want to celebrate the
change of seasons with all EUCS
students by taking the last dip of the
season in the Ostsee and heating up
with the first cup Glühwein of the
year! On Friday, October 30th the
EUCS Fachschaft invites you - the
EUCS students of all semesters - to
the Ostseebad to meet your fellow
students and welcome the
newcomers to Flensburg. We hope
you come plenty to the first ever
EUCS "Abbaden & Anpunschen"!

From: Germany
Email: amrei-enie.kramer@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Felicia Jaeckel

Due to the COVID-19 measurements we
ask you to sign up here so that we can
guarantee a safe and fun event! See
you at Ostseebad!
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From: Germany
Email: Felicia.jaeckel@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Paula Rilling

From: Germany
Email: paula.rilling@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Paula Lohse

From: Germany
Email: paula.lohse@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Ahab Aziz

From: Pakistan
Email: muhammad-ahab.aziz@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Florian Hoppe
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From: Germany
Email: florian.hoppe@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Diana Oana Ticsa

From: Italy
Email: oana.ticsa@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Lea Richter

From: Germany
Email: lea-charlotte.richter@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Lucia Töppner
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From: Germany
Email: cara-lucia.toeppner@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Sarah Jordan

From: Germany
Email: sarah.jordan@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

***
Elected Fachschaft 2019/20
Brian Alex
Name: Brian Alex
Age: 19 Years old
From: Hamburg, Germany
Why did I choose this program? This
probably comes up a lot: I knew I wanted
to study something in the field of
European Studies. And preferably in
English. That already narrows down the
choices quite a bit. And because I am
interested in so many different things,
the interdisciplinarity really spoke to me.
Why Flensburg? Well, this choice
basically went along with the study
program. Being from a big city, I didn't
really expect much going into it. But now I really enjoy this city because it is
surpringly international for such a small place. And the benefit of a smaller city is
also that you always find tons of cool people to go out with and places to go to very
close to you.
My favorite Place? Tonis Pizza, for sure.
brian.alex@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Michelle Leichum
Name: Michelle Leichum
Age: 22 years old
From: Mombasa, Kenya
Why did I choose this program? I chose
this program because I'm interested in
the the way the EU functions and how
much it truly affects its Member States. I
also really appreciate how
interdisciplinary it is because my
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interests are wide ranging and this
course allows me to indulge in that. I
believe that an interdisciplinary course
such as this allows you to analyse issues
through different perspectives allowing
for more well-rounded problem solving skills.
Why Flensburg? I chose Flensburg because I wanted to live by the sea and I found it
to be a charming little city. I thought it would make it easier to meet people, which
can be quite hard in big cities, and I was right. People are friendly and it's easy to
feel a sense of community over here.
My favourite place? the Hafen at sunset and the Hafenküche.
michelle.leichum@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Nicoline Meisl
Name: Nicoline Meisl
Age: 25 years old
From: Düsseldorf, Germany
Why did I choose this program? I chose
this study program because I like that it
entails so many different fields and you
can find out what you are interested in
while you are studying instead of having
to choose right at the beginning of your
studies. Also, I like that the study
program is in English.
Why Flensburg? I didn't really choose
Flensburg; it was the city that offered the
study program. But now that I am here I
like that it is close to the sea and
Denmark, and it is a nice experience not
to live in a big city.
My favorite place? Any place close to the
water.
nicoline.meisl@studierende.uniflensburg.de

Katia Micheli
Name: Katia Micheli
Age: 21 Years old
From: Trento (Italy)
Why did I choose this program? I truly
appreciate how interdisciplinary this
program is. it has helped me realize what
areas of studies I enjoy learning the most.
For those of you still insecure about your
educational path like I was, having a
wide-range of subjects will be of great
benefit to you.
Why Flensburg? Flensburg offers an
unique environment near the Danish
border that reflects diversity, cultural
cooperation and understanding in a small port city. There are no similarities to the
Italian landscape or the weather that I am used to. Nevertheless, I have been
charmed by the city's many beautiful characteristics. For example the sea, its
people and the cold seaside breeze coming in from the harbour which has made
this wonderful city feel like my second home.
My favorite place? Sitting at Hafenspitze before sunset
katia.micheli@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Ricarda Neehuis
Name: Ricarda Neehuis
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Age: 22 Years old
From: Citizen of the world, born in
Germany
Why did I choose this program? I was
searching for cultural science studies.
However, most programs were too
narrow in their offerings.
Why Flensburg? I knew Flensburg from
visits in my childhood but did not
remember it being that beautiful. When I
got accepted and searched for a place to
live, I knew that it is where I wanted to
live.
My favorite Place? Driving out all the way to Sonwik and staring at the water.
ricarda.neehuis@studierende.uni-flensburg.de

Clara Seeber
Name: Clara Seeber
Age: 20 Years old
From: Leipzig, Germany
Why did I choose this program? What
drew my attention to the program was
that it is still very new and that the
students have a say in where it is
developing to and how we can improve
it. I also liked the idea of studying in an
international environment, where
everyone knows each other and has an
interest in exchange and community.
EUCS combines a lot of topics. I am
mainly interested in the political and
practical parts of the course and getting an overview of what keeps Europe moving.
Why Flensburg? Before coming here people told me: "you will study where others
go on holiday". A more fitting sentence when looking back at the last year would
be: you will study where you find a home.
My favorite Place? Kulturhof, Danish Library, enjoying the afternoon sun here
54°47'39.1"N 9°26'14.8"E
clara-bianca-katharina.seeber@studierende.uni-flensburg.de
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